The dramatic decline in polar ice is being increasingly documented and a new study reveals how biological systems are responding to Arctic climate change. Meanwhile tourists are heading in, adding to the pressure on these fragile regions.
In the past few months researchers discovered that an enormous ice shelf had broken free of an island in Canada's Arctic in 2005. The piece of ice is larger than Manhattan and could prove a major problem if it moves into shipping lanes or towards oil rigs this summer. When it was discovered it was trapped in sea ice, but as this melts "the large island can then move itself around off the coast and one potential path for it is to make its way westwards towards the Beaufort Sea where there is lots of oil and gas exploration, oil rigs and shipping," says Luke Copeland, at the University of Ottawa.
And the BBC sent a crew to the ice shelf to film from it, further raising both awareness and curiosity about the polar regions.
This slab of ice deepens concerns about the pace of global warming at higher latitudes. One of the problems for researchers in this region is the lack of data. Now long-term satellite images of the seasonal ice coverage are
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providing detailed information about changes. The ice break was initially undetected due to the remoteness of the northern coast of Ellesmere Island, but satellite images showed the 15 km crack, then the ice floating about one kilometre from the coast within about an hour. A combination of low accumulations of sea ice around the edges of the ice mass, as well as the Arctic's warmest temperatures on record, contributed to the break, says Copeland.
Ice shelves in Canada's far north have shrunk by as much as 90 per cent over the last century. "It's hard to tie one event to climate change, but when you look at the longer-term trend, the bigger picture, we've lost ice shelves on northern Ellesmere in the past Pushing ahead: Tourists are being increasingly drawn to polar regions as ice begins to melt at a dramatic rate. (Picture: Eric Meola 2005, Getty Images.) century," says Copeland. "And this is the biggest one in the last 25 years."
And further evidence of this pace comes from a new study published in this issue on the time of appearance of biological markers of spring in eastern Greenland over the past decade (see pages R449-R451).
Researchers now report an analysis of the most comprehensive dataset available for the region which reveals a rapidly advancing spring as measured by a number of biological events.
Toke Høye at the University of Aarhus, Denmark, and colleagues, report the advancement of flowering, plant emergence and bird egg-laying in a wide array of species in this high-Arctic ecosystem.
"The strong responses and the large variability within species and taxa illustrate how easily biological interactions may be disrupted by abiotic forcing, and how dramatic responses to climate change can be for Arctic ecosystems," they write.
"Flowering dates in six plant species, median emergence dates of 12 taxa of arthropods, and clutch initiation dates in three species of birds has advanced, in some cases by over 30 days during the last decade," the authors report.
The average advancement across all time series was 14.5 days per decade. While it is difficult to make comparisons with events at lower latitudes, they believe the advances they have observed in the high Arctic suggest that responses are particularly dramatic in this region.
But, along with the effects of climate change, polar ecosystems are also having to cope with increased tourism intrusion as the numbers of cruise ships heading for high latitudes soars.
Almost 30,000 people are expected to visit Antarctica this year to observe penguins, seals and seabirds -about four times as many as 10 years ago. Earlier this year the 109,000-tonne Golden Princess became the biggest cruise ship to sail into the region, carrying 3,700 passengers and crew with its sister ship the Star Princess due to turn up next year.
A US tour company will be running a special trip this summer to view 'Warming Island', the remarkable new feature of the Greenland coast produced by the melting of the Greenland ice sheet.
This finger-shaped island off Greenland was totally unknown until it recently emerged from beneath the great Greenland ice sheet and was discovered in 2005. Betchart Expeditions of California is mounting a 12-day voyage to the new island, 400 miles north of the Arctic Circle. Travellers will set out in September from Reykjavik on board a 50-passenger ship to the island's location halfway up Greenland's east coast, close to where Toke Høye and his colleagues report the new spring advancement data. The island, says Betchart, "is a compelling indicator of the rapid speed of global warming and it is attracting attention from major newspapers worldwide". But Greenland's sea ice is not the only attraction this summer. The British-based company, First Choice, will sell Arctic cruises after buying the Canadian firm Quark Expeditions. This company is the only one to offer polar trips on ice-breaking ships designed specifically to navigate through sea ice. First Choice hope to tap into growing demand for such trips.
But there are already fears about what this new tourism might bring. At the annual Antarctic treaty meeting this spring, delegates called for tougher safety regulations. Experts say a fuel spill from a vessel close to the shore could endanger the region's wildlife and take years to clean up in such difficult conditions.
The two-week meeting of the countries which signed the 1961 treaty that designated Antarctica as a natural reserve devoted to peace and science came in the wake of the first accident involving a tour boat in the region. The Norwegian MS Nordkapp ran aground at Deception Island in January, spilling a small amount of fuel.
John Shears of the British Antarctic Survey said: "The Nordkapp was very lucky. It was an ice-strengthened vessel with a crew who were experienced in working in those conditions and only about 350 people on board." The boat used marine diesel fuel "which disperses in water quite quickly, but some bigger ships use heavy fuel oil, which can be very persistent and exceptionally difficult to clean up," he said.
The UK wants a ban on ships that have not been specially strengthened to deal with sea ice entering areas of water where ice coverage is more than 10 per cent. It is also calling for a 'buddy system' for large ships so that if one gets into difficulty there is always another vessel nearby that it can call for help. Antarctica has no coastguard.
Environmentalists are also concerned about the impact of visitors coming ashore from the smaller tour boats, fearing they could disturb wildlife, trample on important mosses and lichens and damage the region's unique ecosystems by introducing non-native species.
Another proposal is to ban landings by passengers from vessels carrying more than 500 passengers, even in staggered groups. Those on the biggest cruise liners do not make landings.
Tourism in Antarctica is currently regulated by the International Association of Antarctic Tour Operators (IAATO), which sets out strict guidelines. But the system is voluntary and there are already two operators who for several years have not been members.
And there are wider concerns about the appearance of big cruise ships in the region.
"When those ships set sail in the Antarctic they're burning fuel so they're adding to emissions and helping cause climate change," says Shears.
Author Mark Lynas, who wrote the book High Tide about the effect of global warming and tourism and the new attraction of the polar regions, said: "The idea of global-warming tourism is full of ironies. If enough people expend enough fossil fuels to visit one Warming Island, they will ensure that there will be many more."
